**CHOPPER papercraft (1)**

**MATERIALS:**
- Scissors
- Scoring tool (Ask a parent for help with scoring)
- Glue
- Double-sided tape

**INSTRUCTIONS**
- Print page 1 and 2 onto cardstock or print on regular paper and glue to another piece of paper to make it more sturdy
- Cut out Chopper along yellow solid lines with scissors
- Score and fold along yellow dotted lines
- Glue or tape (A) to SIDE 1
- Chopper’s body is complete
- Follow instructions on Page 2 for Chopper’s leg assembly
**INSTRUCTIONS**

- Start on page 1 to print both pages (see instructions page 1) and assemble Chopper’s body.
- Cut out Chopper’s legs along yellow solid lines with scissors.
- Score and fold along yellow dotted lines.
- Glue or tape (D) to SIDE 1 on both legs.
- Tuck (E) and (F) to SIDE 2 TOP and BOTTOM.
- Chopper’s legs are complete.
- Glue Chopper’s legs to his body at the sides indicated.
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